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Let I be a regular ideal of a Noetherian ring R. Then it is well known that: 
(a) I” + k : Z’ = Ik for all large k and for all n > 0; (b) if I is principal and H is 
another ideal of R, then I” +jH”’ : Ij = PH” = Z”(IiH” : Ii) for all m 3 0, j > 0, and 
n > 1; and (c) if R is local and analytically unramitied, then (Fck), = I”(Ik), for all 
large k and for all n > 0, where (I’), is the integral closure of I’. The main results 
in this paper generalize these three theorems to the case where H and I are finite 
collections of Noetherian filtrations on R, and these new results are then used to 
show that a semi-local ring R is analytically unramified if and only if for every 
regular ideal Z of R there exists a regular ideal K of R such that (P)d = Z”K : K for 
all n > 1. ‘& 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with identity (and 
usually also Noetherian), and the terminology is generally standard. 
Theorems (a) and (c) of the abstract have been useful in a number of 
research problems in Commutative Algebra. The first of these has been 
used to derive some new results concerning asymptotic prime divisors, and 
(c) (the theorem of Sakuma and Okuyama) has been useful in problems 
concerning anaiyticaly unramified semi-local rings. Also, (a) and (c) are 
related, since Z, = u {ZK: K; K is a regular ideal of R} (and since 
*ck r : Z” = u (Z+k : Z’; i= 1, . . . . H}). Further, even though (b) is obvious, if 
one does not assume that Z is principal, then it clearly generalizes (a), so 
all three results can be viewed as being specific cases of the semi-prime 
operation Z -+ Id = u { ZK : K; K E d }, where A is a multiplicatively closed 
set of nonzero ideals of R, and they show that by using large powers of Z 
the Artin-Rees phenomenon occurs; that is, there exists a positive integer 
k such that F-k factors out for n 2 k. This observation was the starting 
point for this paper, and since several recent papers have extended results 
for ideals to finite collections of ideals and/or Noetherian filtrations, it 
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seemed natural to try such an extension on these three results and also to 
see if some d-version of (c) holds for all Noetherian rings. Our main results 
show that such extensions do hold. 
To be more specific, let CD = (di, . . . . q$-) (resp., I = (I,, . . . . 1,)) be a finite 
collection of Noetherian filtrations (resp. ideals) of a Noetherian ring R, 
Then, concerning (b) of the abstract, in (2.3.2) it is shown that if each Ii 
is regular, then I “‘j@(m) : I’ = I”@(m) for all large n E P, and for all j E N,? 
and m E N,- (see (2.2) for the definitions and notation), and the special case 
where m = OGN-, extends (a) of the abstract (see (2.3.3)). Then in (2.4.2) 
and (2.4.3) these results are extended to the case where the Ii need not be 
regular. In Section 3 the theorem of Sakuma and Okuyama ((c) of the 
abstract) is generalized to if R is locally analytically unramified and has 
finite integral closure and if 4 -+ 4, is a semi-prime operation on the set of 
filtrations # on R such that d,<~#,~, (see (3.2) for the definitions), then 
(1 “‘“cD(m)), = I”(Ik@(m)), for large k E P, and for all n E N, and m E NY 
In Section 4 this same conclusion is shown to hold for all Noetherian rings 
when it is assumed only that d,< dd for some finitely generated multi- 
plicatively closed set d of regular ideals of R. Finally, these results are used 
in Section 5 to show that a semi-local ring R is analytically unramified if 
and only if for all finite collections @ = (4 1, . . . . 4j ) of regular Noetherian 
filtrations on R there exists a regular ideal K of R such that (@(n]),= 
@(n)K: Kfor all nEN-f. 
2. A PROPERTY OF RESIDUAL DIVISION 
If I is a regular ideal of a Noetherian ring R, then Ptn’ : P = I’ for all 
large k and n > 0, and if I is principal and H is another ideal of R, then 
H”‘I” +j : 1j = H”‘Z” for all m > 0, j 2 0, and n 2 1. The main result in this 
section, (2.3), generalizes these two results to finite collections of 
Noetherian filtrations on R, and its corollary (2.5) shows that the second 
of these holds for all regular ideals I when II is large. To prove (2.3) we 
need the following lemma and definitions. 
(21) LEMMA. Let H, I, and J be ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that 
1 is regular and Rad(l) G Rad(J). Then: 
(2.1.1) Hr’ : Jc Hfor all large n. 
(2.1.2) If H= bR is a regular principal ideal, then H”‘f’ : J= 
Hm(F’ : J) for all m > 0 and for all large n. 
(2.1.3) If b,, . . . . b, are regular nonunits in R, then by’ . . . b,“Pr’ : J= 
by’ .. . bF(I” : J) for all nonnegatizle integers rn, ) . ..?‘wz~ and for all large n. 
(2.1.4) I” +I : I=P for all large n. 
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Proof. For (2.1 .l ) let nF= 1 Q, be a normal primary decomposition of 
H, let Pi= Rad(Qi) for i= 1, . . . . m, and let Li bc the completion of R,,, so 
QiLi is a PiLi-primary component of HL,. For each i= 1, . . . . m we now 
consider the two cases: (a) I $ P, and (b) IE P,. If (a) holds. then 
Rad(l) E Rad(J) implies that J $ Pi, so HFL, : JLi= HLic QiLi for all 
n >, 1. And, if (b) holds, then { HZ”L, : JL,; n > 1) is a decreasing 
sequence of ideals of Li (possibly, JL, = L,), and n (HI”L, : JL,; n > 1 } = 
(n( HI”L,; n B 1)) : JL, = (0) : JLi, and (0) : JL, = (0) since JL, is regular 
(since Rad(Z) L Rad(J) and I is regular it is implied that J is regular). 
Therefore, since Pf L, G Qi Li for some positive integer k, and since Li is 
complete, it follows from [3, (30.1)] that HJ”Li : JL,s P~L,G QiLi for all 
large n. Thus, it follows that HI” : Jsn{(HI”L,:JL,)nR; i=l,...,m}z 
njQiLjn R; i= 1, . . . . m} = ny-, Q,= H for all large n, and hence (2.1.1) 
holds. 
For (2.1.2), it follows from (2.1.1) that hp : JEbR for all large n. 
By induction on ma 1 assume that m> 1 and that h”-‘I” : JG h”-‘R. 
Then b”‘l” : JE b’“-‘R, so b’“I” : J= (bmI” : J) n b”’ ‘R = h”’ ‘[(b”l” : J) : 
j,,‘” .- ’ R] = b”’ ‘(b”‘Z” : b”-- ‘J) = b”- ‘(M’ : J) c b” ‘hR = b”R. Therefore 
b”Z” : J E b”R for all m > 1 and for all large n, so 6°F’ : J= (b”‘p : J) n 
b”R = W’(b”‘1” : b’“J) = bm(In : J) for all m 2 1 and for all large n, so (2.1.2) 
holds. 
For (2.1.3): (2.1.2) shows that for i = 1, . . . . K: b”In : J = by’(r : J) for all 
mi 2 0 and for all large n. Therefore if n is large, then by’ . . . bFIn : JC bylR, 
so by’ . ..bFl”. J = (b;“l . . . J$%[” : J) n /j;“R = b;“‘(by’ _. . b;<f’ : by’J) = 
b’;‘(by . . . bRm,l” : J). So by repeating this with by2 . . /$+I” : J in place of 
by’ ...h?I” : J, etc., the conclusion follows after g - 1 repetitions, so (2.1.3) 
holds. 
Finally, since I is regular, there exists a regular superficial element of 
degree h (for some positive integer h) for I, so there exists a positive integer 
c such that (Z’lsh : bR) n r = I” for all large n. Also, by (2.1.1) (with H = i’ 
and J= Ih), Jcl,‘+h ‘: Ih~IC for all large n+h-c; that is, I”-“: IhsI’ 
for all large n. Therefore it follows that I” G Z”’ ’ : 1~ . . . c I” + h : Ih c 
(z”+h : bR) n I’ = I”, and hence P’ + ’ : I = r for all large n, so (2.1.4) holds. 
Q.E.D. 
(2.2) DEFINITION. If R is a ring, then: 
(2.2.1) Ajiltrarion d= (q4(n)},,a0 on R is a descending sequence of 
ideals 4(n) of R such that 4(O) = R and &i)&j) ~#(i+j) for all non- 
negative integers i andj. 
(2.2.2) The product 4, ... 4, of g filtrations d,, . . . . 4, on R is the 
sequence of ideals 4, .-.4,= {d,(n)...q5,(n)},,,,,. (It is readily checked 
that (p, . ..I$.~ is a filtration on R.) 
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(2.2.3) If &, . . . . & are filtrations on R, then the Rees ring 
R(R, di, . . . . 4,) of R with respect to dl, . . . . dg is the graded subring 
R(R, dl,... r q&j=R[u, ,..., ug, {t;qW)}~l ,..., (t;~,(ij)ilj_J of R[u, ,..., ztg, 
t,: . . . . r,], where t,, . . . . t, are algebraically independent over R and 14~ = l/ri 
for i= 1, . . . . g. If each dj is the sequence of powers of an ideal Ii, then we 
use R(R, Zi, . . . . Z,) in place of R(R, di, . . . . 4,). 
(2.2.4) A filtration $ on R is said to be Noetherian in case R(R, 1+4) is 
a Noetherian ring (see (2.2.3)). 
(2.2.5) P, (resp. N,, Z,) is the set of all g-tuples of positive (resp. 
nonnegative, all) integers. If n = (n,, . . . . ngj E Z,, then n(i) denotes ni, the 
ith component of n, and it is said that n is large in case each n(i) is large. 
Also, if m and n are in N, and h is a positive integer, then m + n, m - n, 
mn, and hn are defined in the usual componentwise manner, but we use 
only m-n when m 2 n (that is, m(i) > n(i) for i= 1, . . . . g). Further, 0 
(resp. 1) denotes the element (0, 0, . . . . 0) EN, (resp. (1, 1, . . . . 1 j E P,), and ei 
is the element in N, such that e,(i) = 1 and e,(j) = 0 for j# i. 
(2.2.6) If b= (b,, . . . . bg) resp. I = (Zl, . . . . Z,j, @ = (di, . . . . 4,)) is a 
collection of g elements (resp. ideals, filtrations) of a ring related to R and 
mENg, then b” denotes the element by”! ...bT’s’, and I” (resp., m(m)) 
denotes the ideal c’” ...qcgJ (resp. qSl(m(l)).-.$&m(g))). 
Concerning (2.2.1), it should be noted that filtrations are a very useful 
generalization of the sets of powers of an ideal Z in a ring R, and there are 
many important filtrations that are generally not such powers of an ideal. 
(For example, (Qin)),aO, where (2’“’ is the nth symbolic power of the 
primary ideal Q; {(~‘L),r~O, where (1”), is the integral closure in R of Z”; 
and (u”A n R},30, where A is a graded subring of R[u, t] that contains 
R[u, tZ] for a given ideal Z of R. ) 
Theorem (2.3) generalizes one of the main results in [2], where it is 
shown that the conclusions hold with J” in place of a(m) (where J is an 
ideal of R), and we need this strengthened version for the proof of (4.4). 
Instead of trying to describe how to amend the proof in [2] to get this 
strengthened version, it is easier to simply prove it anew. (And our new 
proof of (2.3) is quite different from the proof of the corresponding result 
in PI.) 
(2.3) THEOREM. Zf @ = (dl, . . . . q5f) is a finite colZection of Noetherian 
filtrations on a Noetherian ring R and I = (Zl, . . . . Z,) is a finite collection of 
ideals of R, then: 
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(2.3.1) Zf Z, is regular, then for all large integers k it holds that 
I”+ie~cD(m) : Zi= I”@(m) (see (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) for all no N, such that 
n(g) 3 k, for all integers j 3 0, and for all m E N, 
(2.3.2) Zf I,, . . . . Z, are regular, then for all large k E P, it holds that 
I”+@(m) : Ii = I”@(m) for all II 3 k, for all j EN,, and for all m E N,. 
(2.3.3) Zf Zl, . . . . Z, are regular, then for all large k E P, it holds that 
I “+j:Ii=I”fora11n3kandforallj~Ng. 
Proof Assume that (2.3.1) holds and that each Zi is regular. Then by 
applying (2.3.1) g times (the ith time with Z,- (i+ r, in place of Z,) it follows 
that the following holds for i= 1, . . . . g and for al large integers ki 
I”+jW(m) : Z{= I”@(m) for all n E N, such that n(i) > kj, for 
all integers j > 0, and for all m E Nf (#) 
Therefore fix large integers k,, . . . . k,, let k = (k,, . . . . k,), let n 2 k, let 
j+, and let mENf. Then I”+@(m) : I’= (I”‘%(m) : I’,“!) : Ij-j(lJel= 
In+J-jCl)qqm) : Ii-j(ljel, b y ( # ). It follows from g - 1 more applications 
of (# ) that (2.3.2) holds, so (2.3.2) follows from (2.3.1), and (2.3.3) is the 
special case m =OEN,- of (2.3.2), so it suffices to prove (2.3.1). 
For this, let R = R(R, di, . . . . q$+g--l), where &,-+;= ((Zi)‘“}n20 for 
i= 1 3 ...? g- 1. Also, let Z= Z,, so Z is regular. Therefore if u = 
(u ,, . . . . z++~- i), then (2.1.3) implies that u”r”R : ZR = u”(l”R : ZR) for all 
m++g-l and for all large n. Also, (2.1.4) shows that P+ ‘R : ZR = I”R 
for all large n. It follows that for all large integers k it holds that 
umZ”+ ‘R : ZR = u”l”R for all m ENS+,- i and for all II 2 k, so by 
contracting these ideals to R it follows that I+ ‘I’(m) : Z= ZT(m) for all 
mENf+g-l and for all n> k, where I= (qSl, .. . . df+,-,), and (2.3.1) 
readily follows from this. Q.E.D. 
Corollary (2.4) extends (2.3) to the case when the Zi are not regular. 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let @ = (dl, . . . . qSf), I = (Zl, . . . . Z,), and R be us in 
(2.3 ). Then: 
(2.4.1) Zf 2 = u { (0) : ZL ; j > 1 } # R, then for all large integers k it 
holds that 1”+@4)(m) : Zi = I”@(m) + Z for all n E N, such that n(g) 2 k, for 
all large integers j, and for all m E N-,. 
(2.4.2) Zf Z = u ((0) : Ij; j E Ng} # R, then for all large k E P, it holds 
that I”+@(m) : 1’ = I”@(m) + Z for all n > k, for all large j E P,, andfor all 
mEN-,-. 
(2.4.3) Zf Z = u { (0) : Ij; j E Ng} # R, theu for all large k E P, it holds 
that I”+’ : Ij=I”+Zfor all n2k andfor all large jePg. 
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Proof: For (2.4.1) the ideal I,/2 is regular in R/Z, so (2.3.1) shows that 
for all large integers k it holds that 
(I’/Z)“‘J% (@(m)/Z) : (z,/Zjj= (I’/ZjO (@(m)/Z) for all 
n E N, such that n(g) > k, for all integers j > 0, and for all 
m E N,,. (943) 
Now it is clear that (Y@(m) + Z)/Z equals the right-hand side of (“ib j, 
so it remains to show that if j is large, then Zc In+ieW(m) : 1: 
and that modulo Z this ideal is the left-hand side of (O/o). For this, since 
Z= (0) : Ii for all large j, it follows that Zc 1”+@4)(rn) : Z$ Also, it is 
readily checked that (I”+jW(m) : Zi)/Zc (I’/Z)“+-i~~ (@(m)/Z) : (Z,/Zj’, 
so let s+ Z be an element in this latter ideal. Now (O/O) shows that it 
may be assumed that j is large, end it follows that .xZ~ c In+kD(m) + Z, 
so ,yZj+” CIn+‘j+h’et@(m) + 1: Z= 1 - n+ii+hJ%@(m) for all large h. There- 
fore i E In+ (jfhJ%@(m) : Zi+II = I” ‘j%@(m) : Ii3 since j is large, so s i 
ZE (I”f-ie@(m) : Zi)/Z, hence (Inf%D(m) : Zij/Z= (Iljz)“+@~ (@(m)/Zj : 
(ZglZ)j. 
The proof of (2.4.2) is similar, so it is omitted, and (2.4.3) is the special 
case m = 0 E Nf of (2.4.2). Q.E.D. 
The following corollary of (2.3) verifies the statement in the first 
paragraph of this section. 
(2.5) COROLLARY. Zf H and Z are ideals in a Noetherian ring R such that 
Z is not nilpotnent, and ifZ = u { (0) : Zj; j > 1 >, then H”‘F +j : Zj= H”‘P -I- Z 
for all large positive integers j and n and for all integers n? 3 0. 
Proo$ This follows immediately from either (2.4.1) or (2.4.2). Q.E.D. 
This section is closed with the following remark, which is related to (2.1 j. 
(2.6) Remark. If @= ($i, . . . . $,j . IS a finite collection of Noetherian 
filtrations on a Noetherian ring R, then: 
(2.6.1) Let I’ be an infinite collection of regular ideals of R and let J 
be a regular ideal of R such that Rad(G) E Rad(J) for all G E I-. (For 
example, r could be (4(i)}ia i, where 4 is a filtration on R such that d( 1) 
is regular, and J could be any ideal containing 4(i) for some i.) Then there 
exist G,, . . . . G,, in r such that G, . ..G.@(m) :Jc@(mj for all meNg. 
(2.6.2) If CJ~~( 1) is regular for i= 1, . . . . g, if jEP,, and if H is an ideal 
of R, then H@(n) : Q(j) c H for all large n E P,, 
Proof. For (2.6.1) let R = R(R, di, . . . . 4,) and u F (u,, . . . . ug). Then R is 
Noetherian, since each Qi is, so it follows much as in the proof of 
(2.1.1)-(2.1.3) that there exist Gi, . . . . G,, E r such that umG, . . . G,,R : JR = 
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u”(G, .. . G,R : JR) s u”R for all rnE N,, so the conclusion follows by 
contracting the first and third of these ideals to R. 
For (2.6.2), since each di is Noetherian, it is shown in [6, (2.4.3)] that 
for each i= 1 , . . . . g there exists a positive integer hi such that di(ni + hi) = 
di(hi)di(ni) for all n,2 hi. It follows from this that if II = (hi, . . . . h,), then 
@(nh) = (@(h))n for all positive integers n. Also, if dj(l) is regular, then so 
is di(k) for all k> 1, since Rad(di(k))=Rad(bi(l)). Therefore (2.2.1) 
shows that if 12 is large, then H@(nh) : CD(j) E ZZ. Statement (2.6.2) follows 
from this, since if k > m, then @D(k) s m(m). Q.E.D. 
Concerning (2.6.1), note that if .ZEZ, then (2.3.2) (with g= 1 and 
I, = J) shows that by taking each Gi to be J the conclusion can be 
sharpened to Y+@(m) : Jj = F@(m) for all m E N,, for all large II, and for 
all j 2 0. 
3. THE THEOREM OF SAKUMA AND OKWAMA 
In [9] M. Sakuma and H. Okuyama proved that if Z is an ideal in an 
analytically unramified semi-local ring, then there exists a positive integer 
m (resp. k) such that (P+m)a cZ” (resp. (In+k)a=Y(Zk)O) for all integers 
II 20. (Also, see the comment a the start of Section 5.) In this section we 
generalize this result by proving the following theorem (see (3.2) for the 
definitions). 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let R be a locally analytica1I.v unramtj?ed Noetherian 
ring whose integral closure is a finite R-module, let q4 + r+4, be a semi-prime 
operation on the set of filtrations q5 on R such that qS,< I$,,, let 
@ = (41 3 ..-, dff, be a finite collection of Noetherian j?ltrations on R, and let 
I = (II, . . . . Z,) be a finite collection of ideals of R. Then: 
(3.1.1) For all large mEP, it holds that (<D(n+m)),G@(n) for all 
nENf. 
(3.1.2) There exists k E Pfsuch that (@(n + k)), = @(k)(cD(n)), for aI1 
n 2 k. 
(3.1.3) For all large kEPg it holds that (I”+kQ,(m)),= I”(I”@(m)), 
for all nENg and mENf 
(3.1.4) For all large keP, it holds that (I”+k),=I”(Ik), for all 
nENg, so ifk is large and H=Ik, then (H”),=H” for all nENg. 
To prove (3.1) we need several definitions and some facts concerning 
them, so we begin with these. 
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(3.2) DEFINITION. If R is a ring, then: 
(3.2.1) The integral closure bn of a filtration 4 on R is the sequence 
of ideals da= {(~(n)L~,r~o~ where iti( is the integral closure in R of 
. Y $yhb t$yf”re (4(n)), = {-x E R - satisfies an equation of the form 
1 + ... +b,=O, where biE(b(n))‘for i= 1, . . . . k) (see (3.3.ljj. 
(3.2.2) The weak integral closure I$,+, of a filtration 4 on R is the 
sequence of ideals d,,,= .[(&n))w)ntO, where ($(n)),V is the weak integral 
closure of d(n); therefore (d(n)),,. = {XE R; x satisfies an equation of the 
form .vk+bIxkpl+ ... +b,=O, where bjEd(nij for i=l,..., k} (see 
(3.3.1)). If CD = (d,, . . . . 4,) is a finite collection of filtrations on R and 
n E N,, then we use (a(n)),,, to denote the weak integral closure of the ideal 
@(II) with respect o the filtration {~l(in(l))...4,(in(g))~~~0. 
(3.2.3) Let A be a multiplicatively closed set of nonzero ideals of R 
and let H be an ideal of R. Then the A-closure HA of H is defined by 
H,=u{HK: K; KE A), and His A-closed in case H= H,. Also, if 4 is a 
filtration on R, then the A-closure #A of 4 is the sequence of ideals 
dA = s#~a4LO~ and d is A-closed in case 0 = $d (see (3.3.3 )). 
(3.2.4) Let (S, < ) be a partially ordered semi-group. Then a map- 
ping H + H, on the elements H of S is a semi-prime operation in case for 
all H, ZE S, it holds that H < H,; H < Z implies that H, Q Z,; (H,), = H,; 
and, H,Z, d (HZ),. 
Concerning (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), it should be noted that the weak integral 
closure (d(n)),, of d(n) is called the integral closure of 4 in [Xl. This is 
certainly appropriate terminology, but in much of the older literature d,V is 
called the weak integral closure of 4 and the filtration 4, is called the 
integral closure of 4, so it was decided to stay with the older terminology. 
Concerning (3.2.3), note that if I = (Zr, . . . . Zg) is a finite collection of 
regular ideals of R and if A = {I”; n ENS}, then (2.3.2) shows that for every 
finite collection @ = (4r, . . . . 4f) of Noetherian filtrations on R the ideals 
In@(m) are A-closed for all large n EP~ and for all rnENf. 
(3.3) Remark. If R is a ring, then: 
(3.3.1) If 4 is a filtration on R, then it is shown in [4, (4.2.1) and 
(2.2)] that 4, and #W are filtrations on R such that 4 <$, < d,$.. (In 
general, if 0 and y are filtrations on R, then 4 d y means that 4(n) E y(nj 
for all n >O.) Also, if h is an integer such that &nh)= (4(h))” for all n> 1, 
then it follows from (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) that (b(nk)),= (b(d)),,, for all n > 1. 
(3.3.2) It is shown in [4, (4.1)] that if I--+ Z, is a semi-prime opera- 
tion on the set of ideals Z of R, then 4 + @x = {(d(n)), In p 0 is a semi-prime 
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operation on the set of filtrations 4 of R. Also, it is shown in [S] (resp. [4, 
(2.4)]) that I+ Z, (resp. q5 + q5,,) is a semi-prime operation on the set of 
ideals Z (resp. filtrations 4) of R. 
(3.3.3) Let A be a multiplicatively closed set of nonzero ideals of R. 
Then it is readily checked that if Z is an ideal of R and K, and K, are in 
A, then both ZK, : K, and ZK, : K2 are contained in ZK, K2 : K, K2, so it 
follows that Id is an ideal in R. Also, it is shown in [7, (2.4)] that Z-t Z, 
is a semi-prime operation on the set of ideals Z of R, so it follows from 
(3.3.2) that q5 + q5;I is a semi-prime operation on the set of filtrations q5 
on R. 
(3.3.4) Let d be a multiplicatively closed set of nonzero ideals of R. 
Then it is shown in [7, (3.2)] that if height(K) > 1 for all ideals K in A, 
then for all ideals Z of R it holds that Z, cl,. It follows from this that if 
4 is a filtration on R and if height(K) > 1 for all ideals KE A? then 4, d 4, 
(see (3.2.1), (3.3.1) and (3.3.3)). 
Concerning (3.2.4), (3.3.2), and (3.3.3), it should be noted that there are 
many other types of semi-prime operations on the set of ideals Z or R. For 
example, if A is an R-algebra and Z is a multiplicatively closed set of 
nonzero ideals of R, then Z+Z,=ZAnR and Z+Z,=u(Z:G; GEZ) are 
semi-prime operations, and Z, g Z, if A is integral over R. Also, if 
(I--+ Ix,; iE A} is an arbitrary collection of semi-prime operations, then 
I--+ Z, = nZxr is also a semi-prime operation, and Z, g Z, if Z,; E Z, for at 
least one i. 
Proof of (3.1). It is shown in [6, (2.4.3)] that a filtration q5 is 
Noetherian if and only if there exists a positive integer 12 such that 
f&n + h) = d(fihw) f or ail integers n 2 h. Therefore for i = 1, . . . . f let hi be 
a positive integer such that #j(nj+hi) =di(ni)di(hi) for all n,>hi. Then it 
follows that R= R(R, q5r, .. . . 4f) is generated over R[ul, . . . . uf] by 
{tFdi(ni); i= 1, . . ..fand ni= 1, . . . . 2/r- 1 }, so R is Noetherian. 
For (3.1.1) it follows as in [l, Lemma l] that the hypotheses on R imply 
that the integral closure R’ of R is a finite R-module. Further, if 
u = (2.41, . ..) a,.), then u”R’n R = (a(n)),,, for all n ENS, so the hypothesis 
that d,<q5,” shows that R sB~ R’, where B= R[u,, . . . . z.q, {t”(@(n))x; 
IIEN,}]. Therefore B is a graded finite R-module, since R is Noetherian, 
and R[l/u’]= R[u,,..., zq, tlr . . . . tr] = B[ l/u’], so it follows that for all 
large m EP~ it holds that unfmB = &u”R for all n ENS. Therefore 
(@,(n + ml), = u “+“B n R z u”R n R = @(n) for all n EN,-, so (3.1.1) holds. 
For (3.1.2) let ji be the least common multiple of 2, 3, . . . . 2hi - 1, and for 
I= 1, . . . . 2hi- 1 let nzi,/ be the positive integer such that lmi,,=ji. Then 
(tfdi(Z))mL’~ rfqSj(ji), so it follows from the last sentence in the first 
paragraph of this proof that R is integral and finitely generated over its 
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graded subring A = R[uf, . . . . uf, tfdl(j, j, . . . ..l.ftjf(jj-)]. Also, as noted in 
the preceding paragraph, B is a graded timte R-module, hence B is a 
graded finite A-module. 
Let 0,) . . . . 0, be homogeneous elements of B that are a linear basis for 
B over A, let deg,(@,)= d,, (so O,E (@(a,)), for I= 1, ~.., m, where 
4 = (d,,,, . . . . d,,)), and let d be an element in Pr such that d B d, + 1 for 
I = 1, . . . . m. Let n > d and let 4’ be an element in (a(n)),. Then yt” E B, so 
yt” = XT! r b,O, for some homogeneous elements b, (necessarily either 
zero or nonzero of degree n-d,) in A. By resubscripting, if necessary. 
assume that bl # 0 for I = 1, . . . . nz’ 6 r~. Then n - d,2 1, and it follows 
from the definition of A that its homogeneous elements of positive 
degree have degree a multiple q E Nf of j = ( jl, . . . . j,-), so for I= 1, . . . . iir’ 
there exists qrE Pf such hat jqI= n-d,. Therefore it follows that :! E 
CE 1 (W))qi (@(4)), = WE;i 1 (W)Y (@(d,)L) c Wj)(@(n -i)L 
since (@t)(j))“-’ (@(d,jj,yz (@(j(q,- l)+d,)), and j(q,- l)+d,=n-j. It 
follows that (a(n)), c @(jj(@(n - j)),, and the opposite inclusion is clear, 
SO 
(WOL = WXWn-j)L for all n 2 d. (*I 
Therefore let k = jd and let n z k. Then it follows from (*) that 
(@(k+n)), = (@(jd+n)j, = *(jj(@(k+n-jjj,= ... = (CD(j))” (Wnjt, 
G @(jdj(@(nj).y = @(kj(@(nj), G (Wk + II)),, so (W+ nj),= 
@(k)(@(n)j, for all n > k, so (3.1.2) holds. 
For (3.1.3) let yi= (1~}11,0 for i= 1, . . . . g, let Y~+~=QI~ for j= I, . . . . f, 
and let IY = (yr, . . . . yg +r). Also, let C = R( R, ill, =.., ygffj and D = 
Nu 1, ...? “gtf., ~t”(r(n)),; nENg+f, 11. Then if follows as in the second 
paragraph of this proof that D is a finite Z,+f-graded C-module. Let 
8,, . . . . 8, be elements in D that are a linear basis for D over C, let 
deg,(6,)=di.[ (so l!?,~(T(d[)), for I= 1, . . . . p, where d,=(d,,!, . . . . d,+,,)j, 
and let d E N, +f such that d(i) > d,(i) for i = 1, . . . . g (the d(j) are arbitrary 
nonnegative integers for j=g+ 1, . . . . g+f). Let n ad and let )IE (P(n)),Y. 
Then yt” E D, so yt” = x:,“= 1 b,8, for some homogeneous elements b, 
(either zero or nonzero of degree n-d,) in C. Therefore it follows 
that ~9 ECf= I r(n - d,)(r(d,) j,. Now for m E N, +/ define m’ EN, (resp. 
m”ENf) by m’(i) =m(i) for i= 1, . . . . g (resp. m”(j)=m(g+j) for 
j= l,..., f), and note that n(i)-d,(i)>n(i)-d(i)20 for i= 1, ..~~ g and 
that T(n -a,) = I”‘-db(n” -d;‘) = I”‘pd’Id’pdh(n” -d;‘j for i = 1, . . . . F. 
Therefore YECIP_II n’-d’Id’-d;@(n” - d;‘)(Idi@(d;‘)j, c In’-d’(ld’(D(n”)jr, 
and hence it follows that (l?(n)),= I”‘-d’(Id’@(n”))x. Statement (3.1.3) 
readily follows from this by letting k 2 (d( 1 ), . . . . d(g)). 
Statement (3.1.4) is the special case where m = 0 .c N, of (3.1.3). Q.E. 
Corollary (3.4) gives three important special cases of (3.1). 
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(3.4) COROLLARY. Let R, CD = (qS1, .. . . c$~), and I = (II, . . . . 1,) be us in 
(3.1), and let A be a multiplicatively closed set of regular ideals of R. Then: 
(3.4.1) For aN large rnEP,. it holds that (@(n+m)),,,~@(n), 
(@(n + m)), c B(n), and (@(n + m))A c @(n) for all n E NJ-. 
(3.4.2) There exists k E P,. such that (@(n + k)),+, = @(k)(@(n)),,, 
(@(n + k)), = @(k)(@(n)),, and (cD(n + k))A = @(k)(@(n))A for all n 3 k. 
(3.4.3 j For all large k E P, it holds that (I”+k@(m)),. = I”(Ik@(m)),$,, 
(I”‘“@(m)), = I”(Ik@(m)),, and (I”+kfD(m))d = I”(I”@(m)j, for all n EN, 
and meNf. 
ProoJ It is noted in (3.3.2) that 4 + IP,* and 4 + 4, are semi-prime 
operations on the set of filtrations d on R, and (3.3.3) shows that this also 
holds for q5 + d3. Also, (3.3.1) shows that d,<q$,,, and since the ideals in 
A are regular, (3.3.4) shows that d,< 4,. Therefore all three parts follow 
immediately from (3.1). Q.E.D. 
Corollary (3.5) is a variation of (3.1.2). 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Let R and d+q5, be as in (3.1) and let 
CD = ($I, . . . . 4,) be a finite collection of Noetherian filtrations on R. Then 
there exists h E P, such that (@((n + k)h + r)), = (m(h))” (@(kh + r)), for 
ail large k E P,, for all n E N,, and for all r E N, such that h(i) <r(i) < 2h( i) 
for i = 1, . . . . g. 
ProoJ: As noted at the start of the proof of (3.1), for i= 1, . . . . g there 
exists a positive integer hi such that #i(ni + 12,) = qSi(ni)qSi(hi) for all ni > hi. 
Let h=(h,, . . . . h,), so @(nh,+ r) = (@(h))“@(r) for all n E N, and for all r 
such that h(i) <r(i) < 2h(i) for i = 1, . . . . g. Also, it follows from (3.1.3) that 
for each such r the following holds for all large k E P, : ((@(h))“‘k@(r)), = 
PWN” WW)kWN~- Th e conclusion clearly follows from this, since 
(W)Yfk m(r) = @((n + k)h +r) and (@(h))k@(r) = cD(kh + r). Q.E.D. 
In closing this section, it should be noted that (3.5) holds when $, is any 
one of d,,, 4,) and, 4d, where A is a multiplicatively closed set of regular 
ideals of R. 
4. AN EXTENSION OF (3.1) TO ALL NOETHERIAN RINGS 
Our goal in this section is to show that an analog of (3.1 j holds in all 
Noetherian rings. Specifically, we prove the following theorem. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let R be a Noetherian ring, let A be afinitely generated 
multiplicatively closed set of regular ideals of R, let q5 + 4, be a semi-prime 
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operation on the set of filtrations C$ on R such that &,< dd, let 
CD = (dl, . . . . I$,-) be a finite collection of Noetherian filtrations on R, and let 
1= (I,, . . . . I,) be a finite collection of ideals of R. Then: 
(4.1.1) For all large meP, it holds that (@(n+m)),c@(n) for all 
n E NY-. 
(4.1.2) There exists k E P,. such that (@(n + k)), = @(k)(@(n j), for 
all n > k. 
(4.1.3) For all large k EPg it holds that (I”‘k@(m)), =I”(Ik@(m)), 
for all n EN, and m E Nf 
(4.1.4) For all large k EP~ it holds that (In+k)x= I”(Ik), for ali 
n E N,, so if k is large and H = Ik, then (H”), = H” for all n E N,. 
To prove (4.1) we need two preliminary results, both of which are of 
some interest in themselves. 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let q5 + 4, be a semi-prime operation on the set of 
filtrations 4 on a Noetherian ring R, let @ = (dl, . . . . 4,) be a finite collection 
of Noetherian filtrations on R, let R = R(R, dI, . . . . I#~), and let D = 
RCu 1, . . . . ug, (t”(@(n)),; n E N,}]. Then the following are equivalent: 
(4.2.1) D is a finite R-module. 
(4.2.2) There exists m EN, such that u”D c R. 
(4.2.3) For all large m E P, it holds that u”+~D E u”R for all n E N,. 
(4.2.4) For all large mEPg it holds that (@(n+m)),c@(n) for all 
neNg. 
(4.2.5) Ifr = (tjl, . . . . #h) is an arbitrary nonempty subset of a, then B 
is a finite A-nzodule, where A = R( R, dl, . . . . I$~) and B = R[u,, . . . . ah, 
fW’(n)L; nEWI. 
(4.2.6) If J? = (dl, . . . . 4h) is an arbitrary, nonempty subsets of m7 then 
for all large m E P, it holds that (IJn + m)), 5: T(n) for all n E N,. 
Proof. (4.2.2) implies that D c (l/u”)R, so (4.2.2) =S (4.2.1) since urn is 
a regular element in R. 
The last part of the second paragraph of the proof of (3.1) essentiaily 
shows that (4.2.1) S= (4.2.4). 
To show that (4.2.4) * (4.2.3), since unfmD and u”R are homogeneous 
ideals, it suffices to show that if m E P, is large, if n E N,, and if bt’ E u”+~D 
(with btz R), then bt’E u”R. For this, it follows that btifa+m ED, so 
beu’ ‘+n+mDnR= (Q(i+n+m)), c @(i+n), by (4.2.4). Therefore bfi+“E R, 
so btiEunR, as desired. 
It is clear that (4.2.3) * (4.2.2). 
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Therefore (4.2.1)-(4.2.4) are equivalent, so it follows that (4.2.5) and 
(4.2.6) are equivalent for each fixed nonempty subset I of <D, and hence 
(4.2.5) and (4.2.6) are equivalent. 
It is clear that (4.2.6) * (4.2.4). 
Finally, let 0 = ($h+ i, . . . . 4,) and assume that (4.2.5) does not hold. Let 
s = (fh + 1, .“, tg). Then B~=B[u~+~,...,u~, {s”@(n); nENgph)] is not a 
finite A,-module, where A, =A[uhcl, . . . . ug, (s”@(n); nENg-,,}I (since 
otherwise B[u,,+,, . . . . ugr th+l, .. . . t,]=B,[l/(u,+,...u,)] is a finite 
A,Cl/(u,+ I . . . u,)] = A[u, + i , . . . . ug, t,, + i , . . . . t,]-module, and hence it 
follows that B is a finite A-module, and this contradicts te assumption that 
(4.2.5) does not hold). However, A, = R and B, c D, and this implies that 
(4.2.1) does not hold. Therefore (4.2.1 j 3 (4.2.5). Q.E.D. 
The following remark lists three statements that, in special cases, are 
quivalent to those in (4.2). 
(4.3) Remark. With the notation of (4.2): 
(4.3.1) Assume that di is the sequence of powers of an ideal Ii for 
i = 1, . . . . g and let I = (I,, . . . . 1,). Then (4.2.1 t(4.2.6) are also equivalent to 
each of the following statements: (a) For all large k E P, it holds that 
(In+k)X = I”(Ik), for all n E N,, and (b) for each nonempty subset 
J = (I,, . . . . Ih) of I and for all large kePk it holds that (J”+k)x= J”(Jk), 
for all n=N,. 
(4.3.2) If there exists a multiplicatively closed set d of regular ideals 
of R such that 4, = dd for all filtrations 4 on R, then (4.2.1)-(4.2.6) are also 
equivalent to: There exists KEA such that (cD(n))d =@(n)K: K for all 
nENg . 
ProoJ For (4.3.1), (4.3.la) * (4.2.4), since the hypothesis implies that 
m(i) =I’ for all iENg, and the proof of (3.1.3) essentially shows that 
(4.2.1) * (4.3.la). Therefore (4.3.la) is equivalent to (4.2.4) (since (4.2.1) is 
equivalent to (4.2.4)), so it follows that (4.3.lb) is equivalent to (4.2.6) for 
each fixed nonempty subset J( = P) of I (= a), so (4.3.lb) is equivalent to 
(4.2.6). The conclusion now follows from the fact that (4.2.1t(4.2.6) are 
equivalent. 
For (4.3.2), if (4.2.1) holds, then there exists mEPg such that 
D = xoci <,,, (ti(@(i))d)R. NOW, since R is Noetherian, for each ieNg 
such that’ i <m there exists an ideal K(i) E A such that (a(i)), = 
@(i)K(i) : K(i). Let K=noci,,,, K(i), so for each id m it holds that 
(D(i)), = @(i)K: K (since (a$?), = @(i)K(i) : K(i) E @(i)K: KE (@(i))d), 
and hence D=COGiGm (t’(@(i)K: K))R. Let C = CieN (t’(cD(i)K: K))R. 
Then the preceding formula for D shows that D”G C. Also, C is 
an R-module, since @(i)(@(j)K: K)GcD(i)@(j)K: KccD(i+j)K: K for 
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all i, jeNg, and C G D, since (@(i)K : K)t’ E ((cD(i)),)t’ (= the ith 
homogeneous component of D) for all iENg. Therefore C =D, so by 
comparing the homogeneous components of D and C it follows that 
(m(n)), = O(n)K : K for all n E N, , and hence (4.2.1)*(4.3.2). And if 
(4.3.2) holds, then D = Cic N, (t’(@(i)K : K))R, so KD E R. Therefore, since 
the hypothesis implies that K is regular, it follows that (4.3.2) * (4.2.1). 
Q.E.D. 
(4.4) THEOREM. Let I = (I,, . . . . I,) be a finite collection qf regular ideals 
of a Noetherian ring R, let @ = (tiI, . . . . I$~) be a finite collection qf 
Noetherian filtrations on R, let R = R(R, I,, . . . . I,, I$~, .. . . q$-), let d = {I”; 
nENg), and let D = R[u,, . . . . u,,,., {t”(I”‘@(n”))A; neNB+f, n’ENg is 
such that n’(i) = n(i) for i = 1, . . . . g, and n” EN,, is such that nr’(i) = n(g + i) 
-for i= 1, . . . . f )I. Then D is a finite R-module. 
Proof For convenience of notation, for n E N, cf define n’ E N, (resp. 
n” E Nf) by n’(i) = n(i) for i = 1, . . . . g (resp. n”(i) = n( g + i) for i = 1, . . . . f 1. 
Then in (3.3.3) it is noted that I+I, is a semi-prime operation on the set 
of ideals 1 of R, so (Ii’@(i”)jd(Ii’(D(j”))A c (Ii’fi’cD(i” + j”))d for all i, j 
in Ngtf. Thus, in particular: (a) (I”),(Ij’@(j”)), c (Ii’+“@(j for all 
i, j E Ngf,. such that i” = 0. Also, since each 1, is regular, it follows from 
(2.3.3) that: (b) (I”‘), = I”’ for all n E Ng+f. such that n’ is large and n” = 0. 
Statement (2.3.2) shows that: (c) (I”‘@(n”))d = I”‘cD(n”) for all n E NgtJ. 
such that n’ is large. Therefore it follows that if n E N, +f is such that n’ is 
large and n” = 0, then tn(I”‘)nD = t”I”‘D (by (b)) = t”I”‘R (by (a) and (c)k 
Hence, since t”I”‘R is a regular ideal, it follows that D is a finite R-module. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of (4.1). L.et Jr, . . . . J,, be regular ideals of R that generate d (so 
A= (J”;~EN~), where J=(J,, . . . . Jh)), let T=R(R J1, . . . . Jhr dl, . ..) d-,-j. 
and let E=R[u,, . . . . u,-+,,, {P(J”@(n”)),; nENf+h, n’eNh is such that 
n’(i) = n(i) for i= 1, . . . . h, and n” EN-~ is such that n”(i) =n(h + i) for 
i = 1, . . . . f } 1~ Then E is a finite T-module, by (4.4): Therefore, since 4, < @d 
for all filtrations 4 (by hypothesis), D = R[u,, . . . . u,-+~, {t”(J”‘cD(n”)),; 
n++hT n’ E N, is such that n’(i) = n(i) for i = 1, . . . . h, and n” E Nf is such 
that n”(i) = n(h + i) for i= 1, . . . . f )] c E, so it follows that D is a finite 
T-module. Therefore by (4.2.1) * (4.2.5) (where @ (resp. I’) of (4.2) (esp. 
(4.2.5)) is (41, .-, dyf, {JTjnao, . . . . (JE),lao) (rev. (41, . . . . dfl)h it follows 
that B= R[u,, . . . . u,., (t”(Q(n))x; nEN,-)] is a finite R-module, where 
R = R(R, dl, . . . . 4,.), so (4.2.5) * (4.2.6) shows that (4.1.1) holds. 
Since R is Noetherian and B is a finite R-module (where R and B are as 
in the preceding paragraph), the proofs of (4.1.2))(4.1.4) are essentially the 
same as the proofs of (3.1.2))(3.1.4). Q.E.D. 
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(4.5) COROLLARY. Let A be a finitely generated multiplicatively closed 
set of regular ideals of a Noetherian ring R and let @ = ( qS1, .. . . I$,-) be a finite 
collection of Noetherian filtrations on R. Then there exists K E A such that 
(@(n)),=@(n)K: Kfor all neNf. 
ProoJ: Let R and B be as in the proof of (4.1) (but with 0, = c$~). Then 
that proof shows that B is a finite R-module, so (4.2.1) holds, and hence 
the conclusion follows immediately from (4.3.2). Q.E.D. 
(4.6) COROLLARY. Let A be a finitely generated multiplicatively closed 
set of regular ideals of a Noetherian ring R and let I = (I,, . . . . I,) be a finite 
collection of ideals of R. Then for all lasge k ePg it holds that 
(I”+k), = I”(Ik), for all n E N,, and if @ = (qS1, .. . . by) is a finite collection 
of Noetherian filtrations on R, then there exists KE A such that (In@(m))d = 
I”@(m)K: Kfor all nENg and meNf. 
ProoJ: This follows immediately from (4.1.4) and (4.5). Q.E.D. 
The final corollary in this section is an analog of (3.5) that holds for all 
Noetherian rings. 
(4.7) COROLLARY. Let R and q5 -4, be as in (4.1) and let 
@ = (dl, . . . . 4,) be a finite collection of Noetherian filtrations on R. Then 
there exists h E P, such that (@((n + k)h + r)), = (a(h))” (@(kh + r)), for 
all large k E P,, for all n E N,, and for all r E N, such that h(i) < r(i) < 2h(i) 
for i= 1, . . . . g. 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to the proof of (3.5), but use (4.1.3) in place 
of (3.1.3). Q.E.D. 
5. A CHARACTERIZATIONOFANALYTICALLYUNRAM~IEDSEMI-LOCALRINGS 
As noted at the start of Section 3, Sakuma and Okuyama showed in [9] 
that if I is an ideal of an analytically unramified semi-local ring R, then 
(In+“)a = Iyfya for all large k and for all n 2 0. (a) 
In fact, they showed therein that (a) holds for all regular ideals I of R if 
and only if R is analytically unramified. And if R is analytically unramified, 
then (3.1.3) and (3.1.4) generalize (a), so it follows that each of these 
conditions (for the case when 4, =d,>, (in (3.1.3)) or 1, =I, (in (3.1.4))) 
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also characterizes when R is analytically unramified. In this short section 
we use some of the other results of Sections 3 and 4 to give two new 
characterizations of when R is analytically unramified. 
For (5.1), a filtration 4 is said to be regular in case $( 1) is regular 
(equivalently, $(n) is regular for all n 3 1). 
(5.1) THEOREM. If R is a semi-local ring, then the following are 
equivalent :
(5.1.1) R is analytically unran~$ied‘ 
(5.1.2) For each multipIicatively closed set A of regular ideals of R and 
for each finite collection @ = (dl, . . . . d,) of regular Aroetherian filtrations on 
R there exists KE A such that (m(n)), = @(n)K: Kfor all n eNg. 
(5.1.3) For each finite collection @ = (4 i, . . . . 4,) of regular Noetherian 
filtrations on R there exists a regular ideal K of R such that (B(n)), = 
@(n)K: Kfor all nENg. 
Proof Assume that (5.1.1) holds. Then since the ideals of d are regular, 
the proof of (3.4) shows that dd <d),, for all filtrations 4 on R. Therefore 
the second paragraph of the proof of (3.1) shows that R[u,, . . . . ugt 
(toi@(n) nENg}l . 1s a finite R(R, d L, . . . . d,)-module, so (4.2.1) holds, so 
the formula in (4.3.2) holds (which is the formula in (5.1.2)), and hence 
(5.1.1) =a (5.1.2). 
Assume that (5.1.2) holds and let Z be a regular ideal of R. Now I is a 
reduction of I,, so (I,)n + ’ = I(I,)” for all large n. Therefore I, G RI,)‘* : 
(I,)“, and it follows from the Cancellation Law (see [S, Sect. 61) that 
Ic IJ : JE I, for all regular ideals J of R (since (IJ : J)J= IJ), and hence 
Z, = I([,)” : (I,)“. Therefore, since (I,)” is regular, it follows that if A is the 
set of all regular ideals of R, then Id = Z, for all regular ideals I of R, so 
dll = #a for all regular filtrations 4 on R, and hence (5.1.2) =S (5.1.3). 
Finally, assume that (5.1.3) holds, let I be a regular ideal of R, and let 
4= Vln,,. Then (5.1.3) (applied to 4 in place of @j implies that 
(r”), = I’“K: K for some regular ideal K of R, so since (4.3.2) =S (4.3.La), it 
follows that (IT” +k)a = P(Zk), for all large k and for all 113 0. Therefore (a) 
of the introduction of this section holds, so as noted in this introduction 
[9] shows that (5.1.1) holds. 
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